Navigating Zearn Math for Kindergarten

Preview enhanced Kindergarten materials designed to support teachers to help every student build a deep understanding of Kindergarten math.

1. Log in at zearn.org.
   Zearn’s platform offers integration with Clever and Classlink for easy sign on.

2. Click on the Curriculum tab to explore Kindergarten materials, including daily Independent Digital Lessons and teaching materials.
   Use the dropdown menus to navigate to a specific Mission. Each unit in Zearn Math is called a Mission.
Explore every component of Zearn’s materials for Kindergarten from each Mission page.

A. Download the **Mission Overview** to review the learning goals of the Mission.

B. Explore **Teacher Lesson Materials** to support instruction that meets every student’s needs.

C. Access printed **Student Notes** that accompany every digital lesson.

D. Click **Materials Available in Spanish** to view all available Spanish-language materials.

Scroll down to preview **Independent Digital Lessons** for every objective of the Mission. Click into a lesson to try each activity students will complete as a part of their independent learning. Be sure to make a few mistakes as you complete the lesson to see how students receive supportive, in-the-moment feedback and built-in differentiated support.

This view is only for teachers and administrators to review digital content. Students will log in and automatically progress from activity to activity.

**Fluency**
Opening fluencies developed from Kindergarten Digital Activities help students build number sense.

**Guided Practice**
On-screen teachers guide students to learn new math concepts with visual models that reinforce hands-on classroom learning.

**Independent Practice**
An embedded daily diagnostic checks for understanding and responds with individualized support.
Click on the Reports tab to see the comprehensive progress monitoring Zearn offers to help teachers differentiate instruction and give administrators visibility into system-wide learning.

- **Class reports** help teachers track students' progress to completing 3+ lessons each week and provide real-time alerts when students need more support.

- **Student reports** give teachers insight into each student’s precise learning needs to plan individualized instruction and keep families informed of their students' math learning.

- **Admin reports** provide leaders with transparent progress monitoring at every level of your system.